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Recent work has highlighted roles for thermodynamic phase behav-
ior in diverse cellular processes. Proteins and nucleic acids can
phase separate into three-dimensional liquid droplets in the cyto-
plasm and nucleus and the plasma membrane of animal cells ap-
pears tuned close to a two-dimensional liquid-liquid critical point.
In some examples, cytoplasmic proteins aggregate at plasma mem-
brane domains, forming structures such as the post-synaptic density
and diverse signaling clusters. Here we examine the physics of these
surface densities, employing minimal simulations of co-acervating
polymers coupled to an Ising membrane surface in conjunction with
a complementary Landau theory. We argue that these surface densi-
ties are a novel phase reminiscent of pre-wetting, in which a molec-
ularly thin three-dimensional liquid forms on a usually solid surface.
However, in surface densities the solid surface is replaced by a mem-
brane with an independent propensity to phase separate. We show
that proximity to criticality in the membrane dramatically increases
the parameter regime in which a pre-wetting-like transition occurs,
leading to a broad region where coexisting surface phases can form
even when a bulk phase is unstable. Our simulations naturally ex-
hibit three surface phase coexistence even though both the mem-
brane and the polymer bulk can only display two phase coexistence
on their own. We argue that the physics of these surface densities
enables diverse functions seen in Eukaryotic cells.
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Eukaryotic cells are heterogeneous at scales far larger than1

individual macromolecules, yet smaller than classically defined2

organelles. Proteins, RNA, and DNA can self-organize into3

three-dimensional, liquid-like droplets in the cytoplasm and4

nucleus (1) and lipids and proteins in the plasma membrane5

similarly organize into two-dimensional domains, often termed6

‘rafts’ (2). These domains and droplets are thought to form7

in part due to a thermodynamic tendency of their compo-8

nents to phase separate into coexisting liquids. Proteins and9

other molecules within three-dimensional droplets are held10

together through weak but specific multi-valent interactions (3–11

5). Lipids and other membrane components interact through12

less specific effective forces that arise from hydrophobic mis-13

match, from the interaction of lipid headgroups and from14

steric interactions between lipid tails (6). Cell derived vesicles15

separate into coexisting phases termed liquid-ordered (lo) and16

liquid-disordered (ld), passing through a critical point when17

cooled somewhat below growth temperature (7). At growth18

temperatures, domains arising from proximity to this critical19

point likely resemble corresponding low temperature phases20

at small scales but with finite size and lifetime.21

Some surface densities appear to form due to a combination22

of these forces. In these systems proteins aggregate in a thin23

film at a membrane surface with some components strongly24

attached to membrane lipids (8–12) while others are free to25

exchange with the bulk. The protein components of these films 26

can phase separate in the bulk, but only at substantially higher 27

concentrations than are seen in vivo (8, 11, 13). Examples 28

of these surface densities include the Nephrin/Nck/NWasp 29

system that plays a role in cell adhesion (8, 14), T-cell signaling 30

clusters (9), and the post-synaptic density (10, 13). 31

Systems that phase separate in three-dimensions can un- 32

dergo wetting transitions (15, 16), where there is a change 33

in the bulk phase that adheres to a surface. In addition to 34

wetting transitions which take place inside of coexistence on 35

the bulk phase diagram, surfaces of bulk fluids can undergo 36

prewetting transitions (17, 18) which occur near to bulk coex- 37

istence. In prewetting transitions, a normally unstable bulk 38

phase is stabilized through favorable interactions with a sur- 39

face, leading to a surface film which resembles the nearby (in 40

the thermodynamic phase diagram) bulk phase, but which is 41

molecularly thin. 42

The behavior of membrane domains and protein droplets 43

have both been successfully described using theories of phase 44

transitions in fluid systems (6, 19), but there has been less 45

work interpreting these surface aggregates. We use lattice 46

Monte-Carlo simulations in conjunction with a minimal Lan- 47

dau theory to explore the physical principles governing these 48

droplets. We argue that surface densities are similar to prewet 49

phases, but with subtlety arising from their adhesion to a two- 50

dimensional liquid which is itself prone to phase separating. 51

We predict a novel surface phase sensitive to both membrane 52

and bulk parameters which we argue describes a wide variety 53

of structures which are already biochemically characterized. 54

Simulation results 55

Model overview- In our simulations we describe the mem- 56

brane using a conserved order parameter two-dimensional 57

square-lattice Ising model (20, 21). In this model spins roughly 58

represent membrane components - proteins or lipids - which 59

prefer the liquid-ordered (spin up, white in figures) or liquid- 60

disordered (spin down, dark) membrane phases. The Ising 61

model introduces two parameters, the coupling between neigh- 62

boring spins Jmem, and M , the difference in the number of up 63

and down spins. Experiments suggest that plasma membrane 64

composition is tuned close to the critical point of de-mixing 65

which occurs in the Ising model when M = 0 (equal number 66

of up and down spins) at a critical coupling J = Jc. 67

We model phase-separating cytoplasmic proteins as a lattice 68

coacervate. Here two types of polymers, each 20 monomers 69

in length, live on a 3D cubic lattice. Unlike polymers inter- 70
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act attractively with coupling Jbulk (in the range of kBT , see71

methods for exact values of all parameters) when occupying72

the same lattice position, and like polymers cannot occupy the73

same position. We also include a weak non-specific nearest-74

neighbor interaction between all polymer sites which allows75

phases to localize in space (22, 23). The two polymer types76

roughly represent interacting components of phase-separated77

droplets in the cytoplasm or oppositely charged, synthetic78

polymers such as poly-lysine and poly-glutamine (24, 25). In79

synthetic systems, the coupling between polymers can be mod-80

ulated by salt and polymer length. Cells alter their coupling81

through post-translational modifications, changes in salt, pH,82

and changes in valency (26, 27).83

To couple our membrane and bulk models we introduce84

tethers which may be thought of as membrane-localized pro-85

teins. Tethers connect to up-spins on the membrane and86

extend several (five) lattice spacings into the third dimension87

where they interact with bulk polymers through an attractive88

interaction Jtether. Unlike bulk polymers, tethers translate89

in just two dimensions across the membrane surface. In cells90

tethers correspond to lipidated or transmembrane proteins91

that interact with proteins in the cytoplasm (28). In syn-92

thetic systems tethers have been engineered through strong93

non-covalent binding attachment of peptides or proteins to94

lipid headgroups (8, 9, 13)95

Bulk phase behavior is independent of surface details-96

We expect the 3D bulk polymers to have a phase diagram97

which, in the thermodynamic limit, does not depend on prop-98

erties of the Ising surface. In the absence of a membrane, at99

fixed polymer number, the bulk can can be in either a uni-100

form state or can display coexistence between a polymer dense101

state and polymer dilute state. A phase diagram for this is102

sketched in Figure 1B in black; at low coupling, Jbulk, or high103

temperature, the state is uniform for any bulk concentration.104

At higher coupling there is a coexistence region where tie-line105

endpoints, the black circles in Figure 1B, represent physically106

accessible polymer densities and where both endpoints have107

the same chemical potentials and Gibbs free energies. To108

observe coexistence we perform simulations at fixed polymer109

number with equal numbers of red and blue polymers. While110

the coexistence region of the composition-coupling plane does111

not depend on the properties of the membrane surface, it’s112

appearance in simulation does; in a ‘dry’ regime, the polymer113

dense droplet avoids the surface, while in a ‘wet’ regime it114

adheres to at least a portion of the surface. Wetting transi-115

tions occur when the bulk phase which adheres to the surface116

changes - here this can be achieved by altering either the bulk117

properties or the membrane properties, and in particular by118

changing the concentration of tethers. Our focus, however, is119

on the surface phases which can coexist even in a single phase120

region of the bulk. Henceforth we conduct simulations in which121

bulk polymers are instead held at fixed chemical potential in122

the dilute regime (see methods for parameter values).123

Multiple surface phases can coexist on the boundary124

of a single bulk phase- In the absence of tethers, the mem-125

brane can phase separate if the interaction strength Jmem is126

lower than a critical value. In this sense, it is possible for the127

system to display surface phase coexistence even when the128

bulk is uniform. In the absence of tethers our membrane’s129

phase diagram is well characterized, with a large coexistence130

region. When tethers are added which prefer one of these two131

Fig. 1. Bulk and Surface Phases: A) Cartoon of the minimal model used to de-
scribe surface densities. In our simulations red and blue lattice polymers have an
attractive interaction in the three-dimensional bulk. An Ising model on the bulk’s
boundary contains bright/dark pixels representing liquid ordered/disordered preferring
components of a membrane. Tethers (yellow polymers) are connected to up spins,
and have an attractive interaction with components of the bulk. B) Schematic Bulk
Phase diagram. On a plot of inverse interaction strength (like temperature) vs polymer
density, the bulk phase diagram contains a single bulk phase region (blue and grey)
and a region where a dense and dilute phase coexist (yellow). The shape of the bulk
coexistence curve does not depend on location within the surface phase diagram. C)
The region of surface coexistence depends on both bulk and surface parameters. In
B and C, we show two two-dimensional slices where surface coexistence occurs in
the blue region. The blue X in B corresponds to location in the bulk phase diagram for
which the surface phase diagram is plotted in C; moving this location would change
the shape of the blue coexistence curve in C. The blue X in C is the location in the
surface parameters for which the surface phase diagram is plotted in B. D) Example
phases observed in Monte-Carlo simulations. On the left are two examples without
bulk coexistence, one with surface coexistence, one without. On the right are two
examples of coexisting bulk phases, a wet phase adheres to the membrane and a dry
phase avoids the membrane.

phases, we qualitatively see that the bulk polymer distribution 132

is different near these two phases (see Figure 1D). This implies 133

that bulk properties should be able to qualitatively change 134

the surface phase diagram even in the absence of bulk phase 135

separation. In particular, increasing bulk coupling should be 136

able to induce phase separation at the surface even when mem- 137

brane interactions are too weak to induce phase separation on 138

their own (Jmem < Jc,mem, equivalent to T > Tc,mem). 139

We thus expect the surface phase diagram to depend on 140

parameters of the bulk polymer solution and on the membrane 141

and tethers which make up the surface. We sketch two 2- 142

dimensional slices through this five-dimensional phase diagram 143

in Figure 1B,C. At a given point in the bulk phase diagram 144

(blue x in Figure 1B) we see a surface coexistence region 145

resembling that for a two-dimensional coexisting liquid prone 146

to phase separating via an Ising transition (blue shaded region 147
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in Figure 1C). Alternatively, by fixing the surface parameters148

at the blue x in Figure 1C, the surface coexistence region is149

plotted in Figure 1B.150

These surface coexistence regions are analogous to prewet-151

ting where, for example, a liquid film adheres to a solid surface152

of a gas phase bulk. In these classical examples there can be153

either an abrupt or a continuous transition to a prewet state154

triggered by either increasing bulk density, or by lowering155

temperature. In the limit where Jmem = 0 our system is156

analagous to this, albeit with the additional complexity of a157

fluid surface quantity in membrane tethers. More substantially158

different, the Ising model on the surface also participates in159

the prewetting transition by further enhancing the interactions160

that drive surface aggregation.161

Surface and bulk properties together determine the162

surface phase diagram- To more quantitatively explore the163

surface phase diagram in simulation we found a region of pa-164

rameter space that displays two coexisting phases far from165

their critical point so that phases could be easily identified166

in small simulations (see Figure 2A). These two phases differ167

from each other in their membrane order, their density of teth-168

ers and the density of polymers near them. We expect to be169

able to move from a single phase to two-phase coexistence by170

increasing either membrane interactions or bulk interactions171

(schematically shown in Figure 2B). This is demonstrated in172

Figure 2C; a single phase surface is brought into the surface173

coexistence region by increasing the coupling between bulk174

polymers (lower) or by increasing the interactions between175

membrane components (left). Each of these coexisting surface176

phases has a characteristic polymer density profile with dis-177

tance from the surface (Figure 2D). Although we primarily178

focus on membrane and bulk couplings, we confirmed that179

prewetting can additionally be triggered by increasing the180

number of tethers on the membrane (see Supplement).181

Our simulation results suggests that the range of Jbulk in182

which we see prewetting expands significantly as the membrane183

critical temperature is approached (see Figure 2B) or as we184

bring the membrane towards it’s critical composition (M = 0)185

at fixed coupling strength (see Supplement). These results186

imply that the membrane critical point expands the surface187

coexistence region, which we explore more quantitatively using188

a Landau theory below.189

Simulations demonstrate three-phase surface190

coexistence- Three phase coexistence in our model is191

allowed by Gibbs phase rule; two conserved quantities on the192

surface - tether and membrane composition - allow for up193

to 2 + 1 phase coexistence. Indeed, we see three coexisting194

surface phases in simulations (Figure 3A) each with distinct195

membrane compositions, as well as tether and polymer density196

profiles. Three phase coexistence generally occurs at polymer197

couplings that would prewet a single-phase membrane and at198

membrane couplings that would phase separate even in the199

absence of any bulk coupling. We extracted the tether and200

membrane composition of each phase, plotted in Figure 3B.201

When tether and membrane composition lay inside the202

shaded triangle the system phase separates into phases with203

tether and membrane compositions given as the vertices204

of the triangle, each with an accompanying density profile205

shown in Figure 3C. We ran simulations at each of these206

surface compositions to observe individual phases, shown in207

Figure 3D.208

Fig. 2. Prewetting of surface densities: A) Snapshot of a simulation where a
polymer-dense droplet prewets the membrane surface even though droplets are
unstable in the bulk. Time averaged membrane, tether, and polymer compositions
are shown at right. B) Schematic phase diagram in terms of membrane and bulk
couplings. A single phase system (black dot) can move into the surface coexistence
region by increasing Jbulk (purple arrow) or increasing Jmem (green arrow). C)
Simulations at weak bulk and membrane coupling are brought into the coexistence
region through increasing Jbulk (purple) or Jmem (green). D) Density of polymers
as a function of distance from the membrane. A system at weak bulk and membrane
couplings sees a single phase (purple, simulation in lower left of C) while systems
at stronger membrane couplings see two coexisting polymer density profiles (blue,
simulation in right of C).

We describe surface phases by their membrane and polymer 209

compoitions. What we denote the lo-Prewet phase is composed 210

of a lo-like membrane rich in tethers, with an adhered polymer 211

droplet. The ld-Dry phase is an ld membrane excluded of 212

tethers and lacking an enhancement of bulk polymers. The 213

final phase, lo-Dry, consists of an lo-like membrane somewhat 214

sparse in tethers and without a significant enrichment of bulk 215

components. Here we assume tethers prefer lo lipids; ld pre- 216

ferring tethers would instead form an analogous ld-Prewet 217

phase. 218

Landau analysis of Surface Phase behavior 219

Our lattice simulations serve to give a primarily qualitative 220

and intuitive picture for the phases we see. To more quantita- 221

tively understand these surface phases we introduce a Landau 222

free-energy functional, modifying the analysis commonly used 223

to theoretically describe prewetting transitions to incorporate 224

membrane and tethers. As in standard analysis we introduce 225

order parameter fields, and a Landau functional of their con- 226

figuration, and consider the order parameter of the system to 227

take the configuration which globally minimizes the Landau 228

functional (29). Phase coexistence occurs when two configura- 229

tions of fields both have the same minimum value of the free 230

energy. 231

Our Landau functional, L, describes a bulk system (z > 0)
with a surface at z = 0, with ~x parameterizing the plane
parallel to the surface. A single bulk order parameter φ(~x, z)
describes the local density of polymers while two surface order
parameters, ρ(~x) and ψ(~x) describe the density of tethers and
the membrane composition along an lo-ld tie-line. We define
φ0(~x) = φ(~x, z = 0) and, suppressing coordinates, we write a
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Fig. 3. Three Phase Coexistence: A) Simulations display three-phase coexistence
where a polymer-dense droplet prewets a phase-separated membrane. Views of
time-averaged tether density, membrane composition, and polymer density show a
tether and polymer-dense phase rich in ordered components, an ordered membrane
phase with a small amount of tethers, and a disordered membrane phase devoid of
tethers. B) Phase diagram over membrane and tether composition extracted from the
simulation in A. Membrane and tether compositions falling inside the blue triangle split
into three-phases, each with a composition given by the vertices of the triangle. Black
X corresponds to the surface composition of the simulation in A. C) Polymer density
profiles, as a function of distance from the membrane in each of the three phases.
D) Snapshots of simulations ran at compositions corresponding to the endpoints of
three-phase coexistence.

Landau free energy for this system as L = L3D + L2D with:

L3D =
∫
V

d2~xdz
1
2(∇φ)2 + f3D (φ) [1]

L2D =
∫
∂V

d2~x f2D (ψ, ρ, φ0)

Where f2D and f3D describe the energy of the surface and
bulk systems:

f3D(φ) = tbulk
2 φ2 + ubulk

4! φ4 − µbulkφ

f2D(ψ, ρ) = tmem
2 ψ2 + umem

4! ψ4 − λψψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
fmembrane

[2]

+ (ρ− ρ?)2

2ρ?
+ (ρ− ρ?)4

12ρ3
?
− λρρ︸ ︷︷ ︸

ftether

−hψρψ − hφρφ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
fint

Where tbulk is the distance from the bulk critical point, µbulk232

the chemical potential of the bulk system, and tmem the dis-233

tance from the membrane critical point. ubulk and umem are234

higher order membrane and bulk couplings. The first two235

terms in ftether are taken from an expansion of ρ log ρ at ρ?.236

Lagrange multipliers λψ and λρ enforce membrane and tether237

composition, respectively. Membrane-tether and tether-bulk238

interactions are set by hψ and hφ. We take hφ > 0 and239

µbulk < 0, corresponding to a dilute-phase polymer mixture 240

whose components interact favorably with tethers. Minimizing 241

this Landau functional determines the value of two deriva- 242

tives and a functional derivative, ∂L/∂ψ = ∂L/∂ρ = 0 and 243

δL/δφ(z) = 0. 244

In the thermodynamic limit the 2D Ising model and tethers 245

act as a boundary condition for the bulk, and thus cannot 246

influence which bulk phases are stable. The bulk phase is 247

the value of φ∞ which globally minimizes f3D(φ), defining 248

fbulk = f3D(φ∞). The resulting bulk phase diagram recapit- 249

ulates Figure 1A, but with mean field exponents. At high 250

temperatures, or low concentration of polymers there is a sin- 251

gle dilute phase, which can coexist with a second dense phase 252

at lower temperature. 253

Analysis of Surface behavior- Outside of bulk coexistence,
L3D is globally minimized by a unique φ(~x, z) = φ∞, where
L3D = V fbulk, with V the system volume and where A is its
area. The free energy of the surface, fsurf , contains mem-
brane contributions and contributions from surface induced
distortions of the bulk field ∆fbulk:

Lsurf = L − V fbulk = Afsurf (ρ, ψ, {φ(z)})

fsurf = f2D(ρ, ψ, φ0) +
∫
dz

1
2(∇φ)2 + f3D (φ)− fbulk︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆fbulk

[3]

For a given location in the bulk phase diagram the surface can 254

exhibit its own set of phases and transitions which are local 255

minima of fsurf . While ∆fbulk and f2D cannot be indepen- 256

dently minimized, they can be independently minimized for 257

a given value of φ0. Local minima of f2D|φ0 satisfy the con- 258

ditions that ∂f2D/∂ρ = ∂f2D/∂ψ = 0. Minima of ∆fbulk|φ0 259

satisfy the differential equation ∂2φ(z)/∂z2 = df3D/dφ with 260

boundary conditions φ(0) = φ0 and φ(∞) = φbulk. The value 261

of f2D(φ0) = min
ρ,ψ

f2D and ∆fbulk(φ0) = min
{φ(x)}

∆fbulk are plot- 262

ted in Figure 4A, along with their sum, fsurf (φ0). The values 263

of ψ and ρ that minimize fsurf (φ0) are visualized simultane- 264

ously in Figure 4C, each corresponding to the local minima in 265

Figure 4A. 266

Minima can be identified more systematically using the 267

graphical construction in Figure 4B, plotting −df2D(φ0)/dφ0 268

and ∂∆fbulk/∂φ0, derivatives of the curves in 4A. Local min- 269

ima of the surface free energy occur when these curves cross. 270

In general, two local minima are separated by a local maxi- 271

mum. For two minima to have the same free energy, the area 272

between the two curves (blue shaded regions in Figure 4B) 273

must be equal. 274

Surface enhancement of bulk interactions diverges 275

near the membrane critical point- We plotted the re- 276

gions of surface phase coexistence as a function of bulk and 277

membrane coupling for fixed values of φ∞, ψ, and ρ, in Fig- 278

ure 5A. As with simulations we notice that the two-phase 279

region expands significantly as Jmem → Jc,mem. 280

In the absence of interactions with tethers (hψ = 0) the 281

membrane of our model (fmem) has a line of abrupt phase 282

transitions when tmem < 0, λψ = 0, terminating in a critical 283

phase transition at tmem = 0, λψ = 0. For weak interactions, 284

the location of this first order line and critical point can shift, 285

but it’s topology is unchanged - in particular, the location 286

of the critical point shifts towards higher (positive) values 287

of tmem, signifying that the critical point in our simulations 288
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Fig. 4. Landau Theory of surface phases: A) Bulk ∆fbulk (blue), membrane f2D
(red, already minimized over ψ, ρ), and surface fsurf = ∆fbulk + f2D (brown)
free energies as a function of surface polymer density φ0. There are two energy
minimia, φlow and φhigh in the combined fsurf even in the absence of multiple
minima in ∆fbulk or f2D . B) Gradient construction used to visualize solutions.
Intersections of derivatives of f2D (red) and ∆fbulk (blue) give possible surface
solutions φlow and φhigh. The free energy difference between these solutions is
given by the area between these curves, visualized as the shaded regions. Changing
the position or slope of surface or bulk lines changes the surface solutions. C) Surface
free energy fsurf calculated over values of ψ and ρ, minimized first over φ0. Two
minima (purple and green) correspond to surface compositions that minimize the free
energy of the membrane and tethers along with their resulting contributions to bulk
energy. D) Density profiles and energy density (inset) as a function of distance from
the membrane z for the two physical phases. Both φhigh and φlow decay to the bulk
density φ∞. This adds unfavorable contributions to the free energy ∆fbulk(φ(z))
that are balanced by contributions from fsurf

should occur at weaker membrane coupling. Thus the surface289

coexistence line should meet the membrane only transition290

line where Jbulk = 0 as in Figure 2/Figure 5A, with bulk291

interactions supplementing membrane ones away from it.292

We can also understand the enlargement of the prewetting293

regime using the language of classical prewetting theories. In294

prewetting to a solid surface, f2D is typically assumed to take295

the simple form fs = f0−µ0φ0− m0
2 φ2

0. Here µ0 is the surface296

chemical potential and m0 is the surface enhancement (15)297

quantifying increased attractive interactions between bulk298

components in proximity to the surface. In most examples299

the surface enhancement is negative due to loss of effective300

interactions mediated through negative values of z. However,301

small positive surface enhancements are possible, for example302

when magnetic spins interact through contact with a surface303

with a larger magnetic susceptibility (30, 31).304

While our theory only explicitly includes first-order terms in305

φ0, higher order terms are generated by minimizing over ψ and306

ρ contributions, generating an effective surface enhancement.307

In the graphical construction in Figure 4B, we can interpret308

the surface enhancement as the slope of the red −df2D/dφ0309

line. Near the critical point, components embedded in the310

membrane feel long range effective forces mediated by the311

membrane, sometimes called critical Casimir forces (32, 33).312

In surface densities these long range critical Casimir forces313

provide an effective surface enhancement, mediating an in-314

creased interaction between bulk components. The magnitude315

of this membrane mediated effective surface enhancement can316

be understood quantitatively as arising from the integral of 317

the pairwise potential between tethers on the surface. This 318

yields a quantity proportional to the susceptibility (29) which 319

diverges near the critical point. This manifests as a steepening 320

of the surface line as the membrane critical point is approached 321

along increasing Jmem (blue to green curves in Figure 5B). 322

Below the membrane critical point we see the surface line fold 323

back on itself, with two local minima and a local maxima at 324

some values of φ0, implying the membrane can phase separate 325

without bulk interactions. 326

While we expect our phase diagram to be topologically 327

correct, our Landau theory fails to accurately predict the form 328

of these phase boundaries. Mean-field theories like ours gener- 329

ally underestimate fluctuation effects, especially close to the 330

critical point (29). We expect that a more sophisticated renor- 331

malization group treatment would predict a larger criticality 332

mediated enhancement and resulting surface coexistence re- 333

gion as well as a surface coexistence curve with Ising exponents 334

rather than mean field ones. 335

Fig. 5. Critical Point Enhancement: A) Phase diagram over Jbulk and Jmem
near the membrane critical point. The surface coexistence region (blue) extends
to very weak Jbulk near Jc,mem, marked by the dashed line. Outside of the
coexistence region the surface is single-phase (yellow). B) Gradient construction
showing how the 2D curve changes on varying membrane coupling along the the
green line in A (colors from points in A). The slope of the surface curve increases as
Jmem → Jc,mem, diverging like the susceptibility near the membrane critical point.
C) Gradient construction varying Jbulk along the purple line in A. Increasing Jbulk
decreases the slope of the bulk curve, promoting surface phase coexistence.

Landau theory predicts coexistence of three surface 336

phases- In general, each local minimum has a different value 337

of ψ and ρ. We expect to have two-phase coexistence when 338

the chemical potentials λρ and λψ are such that the global 339

minimum is doubly degenerate and three phase coexistence 340

when the global minimum is triply degenerate. Coexistence 341

additionally implies that the chemical potentials of each phase 342

are identical. We minimized L over a range of chemical poten- 343

tials searching for regions of two and three phase coexistence, 344

shown in Figure 6B. We find a single point where three phases 345

coexist and three lines of two-phase coexistence when we tune 346

the two chemical potentials while fixing other parameters. 347

This is permitted by Gibbs phase rule, as three phases are al- 348

lowed to coexist at a single point when tuning two parameters, 349

recapitulating the qualitative findings from our simulations. 350
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Fig. 6. Three Phase Coexistence in Landau Theory: A) Phase diagram over
membrane compositions (ψ) and tether compositions (ρ) calculated from Landau
theory. Three phases coexist in the blue triangle, with the surface composition of each
phase give by the vertices of the triangle. The positions within the triangle, (black x)
sets the area fraction of phases. Three two-phase coexistence regions (red, purple,
green) border the three-phase region and are plotted as tie lines. Surfaces constructed
on a tie-line split into two phases with compositions given by the ends of the tie line.
Single-phase regions border each two phase region. B) Phase diagram over the
surface chemical potentials λρ,λψ for the same system shown in A. The three phase
triangle is represented as the blue point, and each colored line corresponds to the two
phase regions in A. Outside of these lines and the point of three-phase coexistence
the system is single-phase. C) Gradient construction within the three-phase region of
A. The surface line is phase separated, folding in on itself and intersecting at the blue
and yellow points. It additionally intersects with the bulk curve at high densities, green
point.

Discussion351

We have presented a model for surface densities in which bulk352

components, a membrane order parameter and membrane353

bound tethers phase separate together in a manner reminiscent354

of prewetting. In our simulations the membrane is composed355

of a lattice Ising model, while the bulk is composed of co-356

acervating lattice polymers. The stability of these surface357

densities can be modulated by membrane interaction strength,358

by the density and interactions between bulk components359

and through the density of tethers which couple membrane360

and bulk. We see that when the membrane is held close361

to it’s critical point, the regime where we see surface phase362

coexistence widens dramatically which we trace to membrane363

mediated enhancement of bulk polymer interactions. These364

surface densities are stable thermodynamic phases and their365

putative roles should be distinguished from roles the membrane366

may play in nucleating droplets that are already stable in the367

bulk but which face substantial nucleation barriers to their368

assembly.369

While our model is not microscopically detailed, we believe370

it captures the coarse-grained behavior of a wide range of371

surface densities seen in cells. Building on these ideas, we372

propose that the unique physics of surface densities support373

biological function both by acting as dynamic scaffolds and374

by triggering cellular responses.375

Stable surface densities enable dynamic functional 376

domains- Prewet phases likely facilitate organization of pro- 377

teins and lipids into stable, long lived complexes which perform 378

specific functions at distinct sites. The post-synaptic density 379

is composed of phase-separating bulk proteins (10) adhered 380

to a membrane domain enriched in particular ion channels, 381

receptors and other components of the excitatory synapse. 382

Some of these proteins, like PSD-95 are heavily palmitoylated, 383

a modification which is dynamically regulated and confers a 384

preference for ordered membrane lipids (34). Palmitoylated 385

PSD-95 likely plays a role analogous to the tethers in our 386

model, connecting liquid ordered membrane components to cy- 387

toplasmic components of the post-synaptic density. The liquid 388

nature of surface densities allows the post-synaptic density to 389

dynamically exchange components with the bulk and with sur- 390

rounding membrane, facilitating the mechanisms of learning 391

which take place in neuronal synapses. Other structure with 392

characteristics of surface densities play roles in neuronal me- 393

chanics. On the presynaptic side, RIM/RIM-BP condensates 394

cluster calcium channels and machinery mediating synaptic 395

vesicle release (12). The inhibitory post-synaptic density dis- 396

plays broadly similar organization to its excitatory counterpart, 397

but with different protein-protein interactions which instead 398

localize inhibitory ion channels and the overlapping machinery 399

required there (35). Common across these examples are liquid 400

structures at the membrane whose components undergo con- 401

stant turnover yet whose organization and function persists 402

over longer time scales. As in our model, the combination of 403

membrane mediated forces and bulk interactions allows for a 404

stable domain highly enriched in particular components even 405

while individual components remain mobile. 406

Surface density formation can initiate signal 407

transduction- Immune receptor signaling is often de- 408

pendent upon membrane lipids and long-lived associations 409

between receptors and scaffolding elements, some of which are 410

membrane bound. Measurements in reconstituted systems 411

mimicking T cell receptor (TCR) signaling support the idea 412

that these scaffolds are surface densities whose formation 413

is triggered by the phosphorylation of membrane-bound 414

LAT (9). Some of these phosphorylations enhance interactions 415

with soluble binding partners, equivalent to strengthening 416

interactions with tethers within our model. Moreover, LAT 417

is itself palmitoylated (36), likely conferring a lo character 418

to LAT tethered surface densities in T cell membranes (37). 419

In B cell receptor signaling, it is argued that clustering 420

receptors enhances receptor phosphorylation by stabilizing 421

a more lo-like local environment (38). Similar to TCR, 422

we anticipate that phosphorylation dependent interactions 423

between membrane-bound and soluble proteins could trigger 424

the formation of a surface density that commits to a 425

cellular-level response. In this case, the primary function 426

of the membrane phase transition is to enhance tether-bulk 427

interactions via phosphorylation and not to enhance effective 428

interactions between tethers, although this may play a role. 429

In the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) the integral membrane 430

protein IRE1 forms phase-separated clusters in response to 431

unfolded protein stress (39, 40) and when lipid metabolism 432

is disrupted (41). IRE1 is thought to have an affinity for 433

disordered lipids, but it also interacts with unfolded proteins 434

in the ER lumen, possibly playing a role analogous to a tether 435

in our model but in the disordered phase. 436
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In the above examples, a signal is transduced in part by ac-437

tivated and sometimes cross-linked receptors seeding domains438

which bring downstream components into close proximity.439

While the specific proteins involved in these initial signaling440

steps are diverse, their commonality may be that in each case441

signal leads to increased interactions, either between membrane442

bound components (like increasing Jmem in our model) be-443

tween membrane and bulk components (like increasing Jtether444

or ρ) or between particular bulk components (like changing445

Jbulk). In general, we propose that prewet phases serve natu-446

ral roles in signaling networks owing to their unique physics.447

Surface transitions depend on bulk, membrane, and tether448

properties allowing the cell several mechanisms to regulate449

a single response. Moreover, prewetting can be a first-order450

(abrupt) transition, providing a natural mechanism to trans-451

duce a continuous signal into a discrete, switch-like cellular452

response.453

The interactions that drive surface densities play roles454

in more complex cellular structures- Many examples in455

biology display some of the phenomena we investigate here456

but with additional subtleties and complications. Recent457

studies have shown that condensates can induce membrane458

deformations in clathrin-mediated endocytosis (42) and in459

synthetic systems (43). While we expect that surface densities460

can substantially deform the membrane, and that deformations461

may influence the interactions between membrane and bulk,462

we don’t allow this in our model and so cannot explore it’s463

consequences here. In other cases prewet phases may mediate464

adhesive interactions between multiple surfaces. Components465

of tight junctions (11) have been shown to phase separate in the466

bulk, and their condensation in vivo likely includes interactions467

with membrane components as well as contributions from other468

effective forces. The assembly of the Golgi apparatus (44,469

45) and synaptic vesicles clustering in the presynapse (46)470

are both thought to include proteins that phase-separate on471

the surface of these organelles, possibly sorting vesicles for472

transport. While our focus is on membranes, prewetting can473

occur on other interesting biological surfaces. Phase separation474

has been proposed to play prominent roles in transcriptional475

regulation (47, 48), where DNA has been proposed to act as a476

one-dimensional ‘surface’ for prewetting (49).477

Surface densities can be driven by membrane or bulk478

interactions alone or through a combination- The lipid479

composition of plasma membranes appears to be tuned close480

to a thermodynamic critical point (7, 50, 51), which we have481

argued has important consequences for surface phases. Near482

the membrane critical point, the bulk coupling needed to see483

surface coexistence rapidly decreases (Figure 5). We expect484

that surface densities could be stabilized entirely through485

membrane criticality mediated interactions, solely through486

prewetting interactions between bulk components, or through487

a mixture of these two forces. The two extremes have been488

explored in synthetic systems. Synthetic membranes can phase489

separate into coexisting two-dimensional liquid phases in the490

absence of any proteins. More recently, two-dimensional coex-491

isting phases have been observed on single-component mem-492

branes (52, 53), driven by interactions between bulk proteins493

some of which adhere. Similar experiments in multi-component494

membranes (54, 55) highlight the bulk’s ability to mediate495

interactions between membrane lipids. Because these interac-496

tions are stable outside of the regime of bulk coexistence, they497

are most likely prewet. In cells, proximity of the membrane to 498

its critical point likely allows for weak and diverse interactions 499

between sparse proteins leading to surface phases far outside 500

of their coexistence regime and even far outside of the regime 501

in which they would prewet a single component membrane. 502

Prewetting appears to be more common than wet- 503

ting in cellular phase separation- The phase-separated 504

β-catenin destruction complex (56), integral to Wnt signal- 505

ing, is recruited to the plasma membrane on induction of the 506

Wnt pathway, remaining a dynamic assembly on the mem- 507

brane (57). This is likely analogous to a transition between a 508

dry and wet phases in our model. However, nearly all recently 509

described cytoplasmic condensates are observed away from 510

membranes (1, 27), even though our model suggests that only 511

weak, tether-driven interactions are required for membrane 512

wetting. By contrast, a large number of cellular structures 513

appear to be prewet - forming thin films on specific membrane 514

domains outside of bulk coexistence. This may suggest that 515

attractive interactions between droplets and cytoskeletal ele- 516

ments outcompete interactions with membrane components, 517

or that these interactions are limited by material properties 518

of the cortex (58). 519

The prediction of prewetting (17) significantly preceded its 520

first experimental realizations (59, 60). Prewet phases outside 521

of biology typically require fine-tuning and subtle experimental 522

considerations to observe. By contrast, in biological contexts, 523

surface densities appear to be common, owing to the presence 524

of a complex membrane with a propensity to phase separate 525

interacting with a dense polymer solution. Our conception of 526

surface densities includes membrane dominated phases, close 527

to the usual concept of a lipid raft, bulk driven phases that 528

closely match the classical concept of prewetting, as well as 529

phases which make use of a combination of these interactions. 530

We hope that future work will clarify the roles these surface 531

densities play in diverse cellular functions. 532

Materials and Methods 533

Simulation code, Landau Theory calculations, and supplemental 534

text and videos can be found on GitHub at critical membrane 535

prewetting 536

Monte-Carlo Simulations Monte-Carlo simulations were imple- 537

mented on a 3-Dimensional lattice (DxLxL) populated with poly- 538

mers, tethers, and a membrane simulated by an Ising model. The 539

lattice is periodic in the two L dimensions and has free boundary 540

conditions at D = 0, L, with the Ising model located at the D = 0 541

boundary. Our model is described by a simple Hamiltonian: 542

Hbulk = Jbulk

∑
i

σbluei σredi + Jnn
∑
i,j∈nn

σiσj − µbulkNbulk

Hising = Jising

∑
i,j∈nn

sisj

Htether = Jtether

∑
i∈tethers

σbulki σtetheri [4]

Where Jbulk is the interaction strength between polymers of 543

different types (‘red’ and ‘blue’), Jnn is a nearest neighbor energy, 544

and µbulk is the chemical potential of the 3D system. The spins 545

within the Ising model interact with coupling Jising and components 546

of the bulk interact with tethers through Jtether 547

Bulk Polymers: Cytoplasmic proteins are simulated as a mixture 548

of lattice polymers. Bulk polymers occupy the vertices of a 3D cubic 549

lattice. Snake-like moves where the tail of the polymer is moved to 550

a free space adjacent to the head (and vice-versa) allow polymers to 551
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explore the lattice. Here we simulate just two bulk polymer species552

and a single tether species. Polymers of the same type cannot553

inhabit the same lattice position while polymers of opposite type554

interact through Jbulk when occupying the same lattice site. All bulk555

polymers interact equally with tethers. Additionally, all polymers556

and tethers have a small, favorable nearest-neighbor interactions557

Jnn = 0.1kbT . This nearest-neighbor energy is required to give the558

droplets tension, without which they do not condense (22, 23).559

Tethers: Tethers move in two dimensions across the surface of the560

Ising model. Proposed moves translate a tether one lattice space561

in a random direction. Proposals that move the tether off of an562

up spin or result in two tethers occupying the same lattice site are563

immediately rejected.564

Membrane: The membrane is simulated as a conserved order565

parameter Ising model, implemented on a 2D cubic lattice with566

periodic boundary conditions. To conserve the total magnetization,567

or lipid composition, we use a non-local Kawasaki moves where568

Ising spins are exchanged rather than flipped. We fix up-spins at569

every tether-occupied site during each sweep.570

Simulation Scheme: Each simulation consists of sweeps through571

polymers, tethers, and membrane spins. We proposed moves572

through a randomized sequence of polymers and tethers in the573

system, followed by a sweep through all Ising spins, and proposal574

of particle exchanges. We equilibrate simulations by raising bulk575

coupling and tether coupling in increments of 0.05− 0.10kbT with576

1× 105 - 5× 106 Monte-Carlo sweeps per temperature step. Simu-577

lations were sometimes extended from the previous endpoints, for578

up to 5× 106 Monte-Carlo sweeps at a single set of parameters, to579

ensure equilibration.580

Single polymer, tether, and Ising moves are accepted with the581

Metropolis probability e−(Hf−Hi)/kbT where Hf ,Hi are the ener-582

gies of the final and initial system configurations. To accelerate583

equilibration we propose cluster moves where a connected set of584

polymers translate one lattice spacing. Cluster moves are proposed585

with probability (1/Npoly) and are only accepted if the move does586

not form or break any bonds, satisfying detailed balance.587

In simulations at fixed µbulk, polymers are exchanged between588

the system and a non-interacting reservoir. The amount of polymers589

exchanged per Monte Carlo step is sampled from a Poisson distri-590

bution where λ = Nsys+Nres
Ninit+Nres

, ensuring that chemical potential591

remains constant as particles are added to the system. Exchanges592

are accepted with probability e−∆Hnn−µbulk , where ∆Hnn is the593

change in nearest neighbor energy. Exchanges that remove or add594

bonds to the system are immediately rejected. Swapping a particle595

from the reservoir to the system simply copies the reservoir particle596

into the system while moving a particle from the system to the597

reservoir removes the particle from the system but does not place598

an additional particle in the reservoir. This scheme of ‘virtual’599

exchanges is done so the reservoir is effectively infinite while we600

only simulate a finite amount of particles.601

Extracting Surface Composition from Simulations: To ob-602

tain the membrane and tether compositions of simulations that603

appeared to have 3 coexisting phases, we analyzed histograms of604

membrane and tether composition. First we averaged the membrane605

spins and tether positions over 50000 MCS. From this time-average,606

we scanned the surface with a 5x5 grid, computing the average607

membrane and tether compositions within. These values are col-608

lected over the last half of simulation run, 2,500,000 MCS, and used609

to construct a two-dimensional histogram of tether and membrane610

compositions. We defined the surface composition of coexisting611

phases as the peaks of this histogram. Because there were multiple612

peaks likely corresponding to a single phase, we required that the613

difference in tether density between peaks was greater than 0.05.614

Simulation Parameters used in figures615

Figure Tether Density Membrane Order Jbulk, kBT Jmem, Tc Jtether µbulk/φbulk
1D, Dry 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.06
1D, Wet 0.03125 0.5 0.9 1.1 0.5 0.10

1D, Surface Coexistence 0.0468 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.0 -5.9
1D, Single Phase 0.0468 0.5 0.675 1.0 1.0 -5.9

2A 0.0468 0.5 0.85 1.05 1.0 -5.9
2C, Center 0.0468 0.5 0.775 2.0 1.0 -5.9
2C, Upper 0.0468 0.5 0.825 2.0 1.0 -5.9
2C, Right 0.0468 0.5 0.775 1.0 1.0 -5.9

3A 0.0625 0.6 0.5 0.9 1.0 -4.5

616

Mean-Field Theory: To minimize the free-energy of our system
we sought to express the contributions from bulk terms in terms

of surface and bulk densities φ0 and φ∞, as these alone determine
the density profile. Following previous work (15, 17), we identify
spatial gradients ∇φ with distance from φbulk

∇φ = ±
√

2(f3D(φ0)− fbulk)

Where this follows from the functional derivative δL3D
δφz

. We use 617

this identity to express the contributions from spatial variations of 618

∆φ(z) in terms of φ0 and φbulk 619

∆fbulk =
∫ ∞

0
dz

1
2

(∇φ)2 + f3D(φ)− fbulk

=
∫ ∞

0
dz

(
dφ

dz

)(
dz

dφ

) 1
2

(∇φ)2 + f3D(φ)− fbulk

=
∫ φ(∞)

φ(0)
dφ(∇φ)−1 1

2
(∇φ)2 + f3D(φ)− fbulk

=
∫ φbulk

φ0

dφ(∇φ)−1 1
2

(∇φ)2 + f3D(φ)− fbulk︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
2∇φ

=
∫ φbulk

φ0

dφ(∇φ)−1(∇φ)2

∆fbulk(φ0, φ∞) =
∫ φbulk

φ0

dφ
√

2(f3D(φ0)− fbulk)) [5]

The total free energy of the bulk and surface terms, fsurf , can now 620

be written as: 621

fsurf = f2D(ρ, ψ, φ0) +
∫ φbulk

φ0

dφ
√

2(f3D(φ0)− fbulk)) [6] 622

Which we minimize numerically over values of φ0, ψ, ρ to obtain 623

results throughout the text. fsurf can be minimized independently 624

over φ0,ψ, or ρ values to obtain the surface free energy as a function 625

of the remaining terms, as plotted in Figure 4A,C. 626

Numerical Phase Diagrams: We minimized fsurf numerically 627

with Mathematica. We calculated solutions at over a range λρ,λψ 628

values to find coexistence regions. When there were multiple so- 629

lutions with near-identical energies, within < 0.1kbT , we declared 630

them coexisting phases. Values of ψ,ρ that minimize the free energy 631

at these points terminate tie lines in a fixed composition system. 632

This procedure is visualized in Figure 6A,B where the ψ, ρ values 633

in A correspond to λρ,λψ values in B. Multiple phase diagrams in 634

the space of Jbulk,Jmem were constructed through combining the 635

tie lines and three phase regions of of phase diagrams calculated at 636

values of tmem and tbulk. At a specific ψ, ρ values we determined 637

whether the system was in a one, two, or three phase region of the 638

phase diagram. 639

Landau theory parameters used in figures 640

641

Figure tmem tbulk φ∞ ρ? λρ λψ ρ ψ hφ hψ
Figure 4 1.1 -0.1 -2.0 1 -0.1 0.5 N/A N/A 1 1

Figure 5A N/A N/A -2.0 1 N/A N/A -0.5 0 1 1
Figure 5B 1, 0.75, 0.45, 0.25, 0.1 2 -2.0 1 -0.05 0.25 N/A N/A 1 1
Figure 5C 0.45 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5 -2.0 1 -0.05 0.25 N/A N/A 1 1

Figure 6A,B -0.2 -0.4 -2.0 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 1 1
Figure 6C -0.2 -0.4 -2.0 1 -2 1 N/A N/A 1 1

642
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